
Binary evolutionProperties of several classes of binary stars are inexplicable interms of independent single star evolution.Algols: prototype comprises an unevolved main-sequence star(spectral type B, mass 3:7M�) in a binary with an evolved subgiantcompanion (spectral type G, mass 0:8M�).Why has the lass massive star apparently evolved faster than themore massive star?Compact binaries: A binary with P < 2 hours has a sep-aration (for Solar mass objects) a < R�. Obviously must havebeen some interaction between the progenitors of the compact ob-jects while they were on the main sequence.Need to consider,� How mass can be transferred between components in a closebinary, either by stellar winds or Roche lobe overow.� Mechanisms for altering the binary separation. Angular momen-tum can be exchanged between the stars due to mass transfer,and / or lost entirely due to outows or gravitational radiation.
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Roche approximationConsider a binary in which stars of massM1 andM2 rotate aboutthe center of mass in a circular orbit. In the Roche approximation,we assume,� That the gravitational �eld can be approximated as that of twopoint masses.{ Valid if both stellar radii R1; R2 � a, the binary separation.{ A good approximation for close binaries if the stars are highlycentrally concentrated (ie have a large e�ective polytropicindex n).� That the stars corotate with the rotation of the binary.In a coordinate system which rotates with the binary, with theorigin at the center of mass, the potential (gravitational plus cen-trifugal) is, � = � GM1jr� r1j � GM2jr� r2j � 12 (
B � r)2where r1 and r2 are the position vectors of the stellar centers and
B is the angular velocity vector of the binary system.Magnitude of the angular velocity is,
B = vuuutG(M1 +M2)a3 :2



If v is the velocity of a uid element relative to the rotating frame,the equation of motion is,@v@t + (v � r)v = �r�� 1�rP � 2
B � v;where P is the gas pressure. Note that,� � is the Roche potential, which includes centrifugal e�ects.� The equation of motion includes Coriolis forces, ie the gas in therotating frame does not just accelerate under the inuence ofgradients of potential and pressure.For a uid element in one of the stars, corotation implies thatv = 0.Since P is a constant (� 0) at the stellar surfaces, we require thatin corotation r� vanishes. Stellar shape is de�ned by the conditionthat � = constant { Roche equipotentials.
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Equipotentials in the orbital plane,

Critical equipotential which passes through the inner Lagrangianpoint L1 de�nes the Roche lobes of the two stars. L1 is a saddlepoint of the potential { ie gas bound to one star in the vicinity of L1�nds it easier to pass through L1 onto the other star than to escapecompletely.Note: the Roche potential assumes corotation. This will not bevalid for gas trying to leave the system entirely.4



Terminology. A binary system is,� Detached if both components are smaller than their Rochelobes.� Semi-detached if one component �lls its Roche lobe.� A contact binary if both components �ll their Roche lobes.Schematically, for a semi-detached system:
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Semi-detached systems have one highly distorted component !strong tidal e�ects ! assumption of corotation is justi�ed.
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The conventional measure of the `size' of the Roche lobe is theradius of a sphere which has the same volume as the lobe. Thisradius RRL can be approximated as (Eggleton 1983),RRLa = 0:49q2=30:6q2=3 + ln(1 + q1=3)where q = M2=M1. This formula is accurate for all q, and has theform:
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For q < 0:5 or so, a simple alternative approximation is,RRLa ' 0:462 0@ q1 + q1A1=3 :Written in this form, easy to see that the mean density of a sec-ondary that �lls its Roche lobe is directly related to the period of thebinary orbit, �� = M243�R3RL / (M1 +M2)a3 / P�2where P = 2�=
B is the orbital period.In many mass transfer binaries, the secondaries appear to be un-evolved low mass stars. Such stars have an approximate mass-radiusrelation, RR� = MM� ;ie their mean density scales as �� / M�2. If they �ll their Rochelobes, the binary geometry then requires that P /M , speci�cally,M2M� ' 0:11 0@ P1 hour1A :Implies that for cataclysmic variables with periods less than about7 hours we can obtain an estimate of the secondary mass using onlyknowledge of the orbital period. 7



Example: How close are hot Jupiters to overowing their Rochelobes? For q = 10�4, q = 10�3 and q = 10�2 obtain,

Transiting planet HD 209458 has a radius of 1:35RJ , an orbitalradius of 0.05 au, and q � 10�3 ! very safe against Roche lobeoverow.Possibility of mass loss at early epoch when the planets were larger.
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Stability of mass transferOnce mass starts being transferred between the stars in a semi-detached binary, both the mass of the components and the orbitalseparation will change. The stability of the mass transfer process isdetermined by:� How the size of the Roche lobe changes in response to the changein mass, relative to...� How the size of the star changes in response to the mass loss.First part is simple to quantify. Angular momentum of the binaryis, J = (M1a21 +M2a22)
Bwhere a1 and a2 are the distances of the two stars from the centerof mass, a1 = 0@M2M 1A aa2 = 0@M1M 1A aand M = M1+M2 is the total mass. Substituting for 
B, a1 anda2, J = M1M2 0@GaM 1A1=2 :
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If all the mass lost by the secondary is accreted by the primary,_M1 + _M2 = 0and _M = 0. Di�erentiating the expression for the angular mo-mentum gives, _aa = 2 _JJ � 2 _M2M2 0@1� M2M11A :The mass transfer is described as conservative if the mass andangular momentum of the binary remains �xed. Setting _J = 0 inthis limit, and noting that _M2 < 0 if we assume that the secondaryis losing mass, �nd,� That the binary expands ( _a > 0) if conservative transfer occursfrom the less massive star to the more massive.� The binary shrinks if it is the more massive star which losesmass.Obvious: if more mass ends up near the center of mass (as occursif the mass losing star is of lower mass), then the remaining massmust move to larger radius to conserve total angular momentum.
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The size of the Roche lobe also depends upon the mass ratio. Forillustration, use the simple form for the size of the secondary's Rochelobe, R2 /M 1=32 a:Di�erentiating gives, _R2R2 = _aa + _M23M2 :Eliminating _a=a, _R2R2 = 2 _JJ � 2 _M2M2 0@56 � M2M11A :Within this simple model (note: we are now cheating by usingthe approximation for the Roche lobe outside its domain of validity)there are two cases.q > 5=6: Conservative mass transfer shrinks the Roche lobedown on the mass-losing star. Any angular momentum loss ( _J <0) only makes matters worse. Unless the star can contract rapidlyenough, expect,� Violent mass transfer, occurring on a dynamical or thermal timescale.� A cessation of mass transfer once the mass ratio is reversed.Expect this to be the initial phase of mass transfer in binaries whenthe more massive star expands to �ll its Roche lobe after leaving themain sequence.Very short, therefore unobservable.11



q < 5=6: Conservative mass transfer expands the Roche lobe.Mass transfer will then continue if,� The star expands, either due to mass loss, or due to ongoingevolution after leaving the main sequence. In the latter case, theradius will expand on the timescale set by the nuclear evolutiontnuc. Then, _R2R2 / t�1nucwhich implies a mass transfer rate,� _M2 = M2(5=3� 2q)tnucand a change in separation,_aa = (1� q)(5=3� 2q)tnuc :� The binary loses angular momentum. This will be the most im-portant case if the secondary is of low mass, when the evolution-ary timescale is very long. If, on losing mass, the star remainsin thermal equilibrium, then _R2=R2 = _M2=M2, yielding,� _M2M2 = � _J=J4=3�M2=M1 :Transfer rate and shrinkage of the orbit directly set by the an-gular momentum loss rate. 12


